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Abstract
Apart from its interesting optical properties, scheelite is one of the main tungsten-bearing
minerals, widely processed by the froth flotation method. A precise and comprehensive
description of the hydration state of scheelite is required to achieve satisfactory flotation
performance. The hydration mechanisms of scheelite have been poorly studied, using only
theoretical methods. Manometric gas sorption experiments were combined with ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations, including correction for dispersive interactions. The isosteric
enthalpy of adsorption was used as the value to link experimental and theoretical results, since
it can be determined by both methods. We have found that water adsorbs more favorably in its
molecular form, with two adsorbed water molecules per calcium atom on the (001) surface,
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and with three adsorbed water molecules for two calcium atoms on the (112) surface. The
very first water molecules adsorb with an isosteric enthalpy of adsorption of -80 kJ·mol-1 on
the (001) surface, and of -117 kJ·mol-1 on the (112) surface, at 300 K. This is in very good
agreement with the value of -90 kJ·mol-1 calculated using the Clausius-Clapeyron approach
on three experimental isotherms, accurately fitted with a dual-site Freundlich-Langmuir
model.
Keywords: Manometric gas sorption, Ab initio molecular dynamics, Dual-site FreundlichLangmuir, Adsorption, Coverage

Highlights:


Water adsorbs in molecular form on scheelite rather than in dissociated form



The enthalpy of adsorption of a single molecule on the (112) surface is -117 kJ·mol-1



The enthalpy of adsorption of a single molecule on the (001) surface is -80 kJ·mol-1



The experimental enthalpy of adsorption value is around -90 kJ·mol-1 at low coverage



The high adsorption enthalpies unravel the poor floatability of scheelite
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1. Introduction
Scheelite (CaWO4), as part of the tungstate family, displays interesting structural [1,2] and
luminescence properties [3–6]. It is therefore used in a wide range of industrial applications,
including catalysts [7–10], lasers [3,11–13], scintillators [14–16], MASER materials [17–19]
and lubricants [20]. Besides, scheelite is one of the main minerals exploited for the extraction
of tungsten [21–25], which is widely used in alloys and supra-alloys [26]. Over the past
decade, the risk of tungsten supply shortages in Western countries has significantly increased,
which, considering the high economic importance of tungsten, led to its classification as a
critical raw material in the European Union [27] and in the USA [28]. Scheelite is mainly
encountered in skarn deposits that currently represent more than 40% of the tungsten global
reserves [21–23]. In skarns, scheelite is commonly associated with other semi-soluble
minerals, such as apatite, calcite, and fluorite, from which its separation is required
[25,29,30]. Although gravity separation is a common and efficient route for scheelite
concentration [31,32], the increasing demand for tungsten has resulted in the exploitation of
low-grade, disseminated and complex ores, which can solely be processed by the froth
flotation method.
Froth flotation is widely used to concentrate metal-bearing minerals: every year, more than 2
billion tons of ores, i.e., most metallic ores except iron ores, are processed by flotation. This
method is based on the difference in wettability between minerals surfaces, which induces the
attachment of mineral particles to air bubbles evolving in an aqueous phase. The significant
difference in electronegativity between mineral cations and anions implies that most minerals
exhibit naturally hydrophilic surfaces [33–35]. This is why surfactants, called flotation
collectors, are generally used to render the surfaces of the target, i.e., the metal-bearing
mineral, hydrophobic and then to recover it in the froth phase. Flotation collectors are
traditionally composed of long aliphatic chains along with one or more polar groups that
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adsorb on the mineral surface. Fatty acids are generally used for scheelite flotation because of
their high affinity for calcium atoms, allowing high recovery, low cost, environmental
friendliness, and ease of use [25,36–40]. However, scheelite is associated with other calcium
salt-type minerals in most ores, resulting in low adsorption selectivity and, therefore, poor
flotation performance [41–44]. In particular, fluorite is the most problematic mineral for the
selective scheelite flotation [25], which currently constitutes a technical and scientific
challenge. Fortunately, this issue can be overcome by finely tuning the collector and
depressants formulations [29,30,45], which should be based on a thorough and accurate
description of the adsorption mechanisms at play at the liquid/solid interface [46–51]. Before
the addition of the surfactant, minerals are milled and conditioned in the aqueous phase,
which means that water molecules are already adsorbed on the surfaces. It is well accepted
that surfactants are adsorbed by desorbing a pre-adsorbed water molecules from the mineral
surface, according to the Langmuir-type adsorption isotherms [38,52]. Hence, a precise and
comprehensive description of the hydration state of minerals whose separation is problematic
is required to obtain satisfactory flotation performance. In the presence of liquid water, the
affinity of the surface for water depends on the temperature and the adsorbate-adsorbent
interaction energy, which is traditionally called indifferently “isosteric heat of adsorption” or
“isosteric enthalpy of adsorption” [53]. This quantity can be determined either by experiments
or by molecular simulations [54]. Although the heat released during the adsorption process
can be measured directly by some calorimetric-volumetric systems [54,55], the most common
way to determine this quantity is an indirect method using adsorption isotherms. In such
approaches, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption is assessed from two (or more) adsorption
isotherms at close temperatures, which are usually obtained by gas adsorption measurements
[53]. To the best of our knowledge, the hydration mechanisms of fluorite (CaF2) have been
extensively investigated [56–59] while those of scheelite were poorly studied. Cooper and de
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Leeuw (2003) reported average molecular adsorption energies ranging from -22 kJ·mol-1 on
the less reactive (001) surface to -78 kJ·mol-1 on the most reactive (103) surface by means of
interatomic potential methods, for a single water molecule [60].
In this study, we investigated the adsorption of water molecules on scheelite using
manometric gas sorption experiments combined with ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations, including a correction for dispersive interactions. AIMD simulations are
currently among the most powerful methods used for the description of surface phenomena, in
terms of efficiency, accuracy, and computational cost [48,61–65]. The isosteric enthalpy of
adsorption has been used as the value to link experimental and theoretical results, since it can
be determined by both methods. The global aim of this work was to evaluate the hydration
mechanisms on scheelite surfaces and the energies linked to water adsorption, considering
surface coverage and temperature, as a basis for further studies on the adsorption of flotation
reagents on these surfaces.
2. Material and methods
2.1 Material
The adsorption experiments were performed on pure scheelite (CaWO4) acquired from China
and supplied by the company Minerama. To assess the purity of this mineral, chemical
analyses were conducted using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(ICP-AES) for major elements, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) for
tungsten, and ion-sensitive electrode (ISE) for fluorine. Scheelite was coarsely crushed by
hand in an agate mortar, dry sieved and subsequently ground for 30 min in a planetary mill to
maximize the specific surface area and, therefore, the amount of water adsorbed. After
milling, the particle size distribution (PSD) of scheelite was measured by laser diffraction
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using a Mastersizer Hydro 3000 analyzer (Malvern instruments Ltd.) equipped with a Hydro
LV sampler and a measurement cell for liquid phase suspensions.
2.2 Adsorption experiments
Specific surface area
The textural characteristics of the sample were determined by N2 adsorption at 77 K in a 3Flex automatic device supplied by Micromeritics. The data treatment of the adsorption
isotherms was performed with the Microactive software® also provided by Micromeritics.
The BET area, ABET (m2·g-1), was calculated in the adequate pressure range, taking into
account the Rouquerol criterion [66].
Water adsorption isotherms
The high-resolution water isotherms were measured at three temperatures (i.e., 275, 283, and
293 K) and up to the saturation pressure in the 3-Flex device. Ultra-pure water (> 18 MΩ.cm)
was used as the vapor source. Samples were outgassed overnight at 623 K before being
weighed, and an additional outgassing was carried out at the analysis ports at 623 K and under
high vacuum for more than eight hours. The measurement of cold and warm volumes was
performed after the adsorption-desorption experiments to avoid any unwanted helium
entrapment in narrow pores.
2.3 Calculation of the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption
The “isosteric heat of adsorption”, Qst, or the “isosteric enthalpy of adsorption”, ΔHads, used
indiscriminately, describes the affinity between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. Since Qst is a
heat, it is a positive quantity while, for a spontaneous adsorption process, ΔHads is negative, in
short ΔHads = -Qst [67,68]. The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption is defined as the heat involved,
most of the time released, when a molecule adsorbs on a surface, at a given surface occupancy
6

[69]. Hence, this quantity is negative for most adsorption processes and is equal, for a
physisorption process without activation barrier, to the opposite of the isosteric enthalpy of
desorption. The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption can be calculated from two (or more)
adsorption isotherms acquired in a limited temperature range to avoid artificially introducing
errors in the calculation. Once the isotherms are acquired, ΔHads can be derived from pressure
(p)-uptake (n) data pairs with the same uptake n at each temperature [53], which is based on
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, as follows:

(1)

where ΔHads(n), T1, T2, p1, p2, n, and R are the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption (J·mol-1) at a
given uptake, the temperatures (K), the equilibrium pressures (bar), the uptake (mol·kg-1), and
the ideal gas constant (8.314 J·mol-1·K-1), respectively. Considering the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption is the slope of the curve expressing ln(p) as a
function of (1/T) for a given uptake n, and can therefore be calculated either on experimental
isotherms or on fitted isotherms, although the latter is more recommended [53].
2.3.1

From experimental data

The main problem using experimental data is to determine the accurate experimental pressure
at a selected uptake. Indeed, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation allows determining the isosteric
enthalpy of adsorption, i.e., the enthalpy of adsorption at a given surface coverage. However,
isotherms are experimental quantities measured discretely, i.e., point by point. In order to be
able to determine the equilibrium pressure at each given uptake, the three isotherms were
interpolated between experimental points using cubic-spline functions. Then, the uptakes
range was discretized and, for each point, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption was calculated
using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, by expressing ln(p) as a function of (1/T) on the
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isotherms. Considering the significant error on the adsorbed quantity for the points at low
adsorption pressures for the isotherm at 275 K, the latter was not included in the abovementioned procedure.
2.3.2

From fitted adsorption models

Besides, the experimental data can be fitted with well-known classical adsorption models
[53,70], e.g., Langmuir [71], Toth [72], Sips [73] or Freundlich-Langmuir [74], among others,
which relate the adsorption quantities to the equilibrium pressures. Considering the shape of
the isotherms thus obtained, the Langmuir model [71] was selected as a first approximation to
fit the experimental data at low equilibrium pressure. The Langmuir isotherm describes the
formation of a single monolayer assuming energy-equivalent adsorption sites and no
interaction between adsorbed molecules. It can be expressed as follows [71]:

(2)
where n is the adsorbed quantity (mol·kg-1), A (mol·kg-1) is the maximum adsorption capacity
and B (bar-1) is the affinity constant between the adsorbent and the adsorbate and p (bar) is
again the equilibrium pressure. However, the Langmuir model exhibits an asymptote that
corresponds to an adsorbed monolayer at high equilibrium pressures, which is not displayed
in the isotherms obtained for water adsorption on scheelite. Hence, the fitting procedure was
improved by choosing a Freundlich-Langmuir model to fit the experimental data over the full
range of pressures [53,70,74]. It reads:

(3)
where n and p have the same meaning as before, a (mol·kg-1) is the maximal uptake, b (bar-c)
is the affinity constant between the adsorbent and the adsorbate, and c (dimensionless) is the
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heterogeneity exponent. This model provides the good accuracy of the Langmuir model at
low pressures without the limitation of the monolayer at higher equilibrium pressures, whose
behavior is well described by the Freundlich model. A common approach applied to improve
the fit of the Freundlich-Langmuir model is to assume the existence of two types of sites on
the adsorbent surface [53]. As a salt-type mineral, scheelite exhibits Ca2+ and WO42- on its
surfaces, which represent two different adsorption sites with, possibly, two different affinities
for water. Therefore, we considered a dual-site Freundlich-Langmuir (DSFL) fit instead of a
simple Freundlich-Langmuir (FL) to further improve the fitting procedure and, consequently,
the calculation of the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption [53,71,74]. The dual-site FreundlichLangmuir equation can be expressed as follows [53]:
n

(4)

where the different terms have the same meaning as in Eq. 3.
For the three models described above, the three experimental isotherms performed at 275,
283, and 293 K were fitted by a least squares fitting procedure using the LevenbergMarquardt method [75,76] as implemented in SciPy [77]. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was performed on each fit to assess its validity and its accuracy, through the p-value of the
model and the root mean square error (RMSE). After the fitting, the equations of the models
were rearranged to express the pressure as a function of the uptake and the model parameters.
The range of experimental uptakes was discretized to 10 000 points and, for each uptake, the
corresponding equilibrium pressure was calculated at each temperature. For Eq. 4, however,
the rearrangement was not mathematically straightforward. Therefore, the range of
experimental pressures was discretized to 10 000 points and, for each pressure, the
corresponding uptake was calculated using the fitted model. Then, the range of experimental
uptakes was also discretized to 10 000 points and, for each uptake, the corresponding
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equilibrium pressure was calculated using a linear interpolation between the adsorbed
quantities determined before. The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption was then calculated using
Eq. 1. As was done in the previous sub-section, given the significant error on the adsorbed
quantity for the points at low adsorption pressures for the isotherm at 275 K, the latter was not
included in the procedure. ΔHads was calculated for all the uptake values sampled on the
experimental uptakes range, which could be transformed into a surface coverage using the
following equation:

(5)

where

(nm-2) is the surface coverage, qeq (mol·kg-1) is the adsorbed quantity, NA (6.022 ×

1023·mol-1) is the Avogadro number, and ABET (nm2·g-1) is the specific area calculated by the
BET method. This definition of the surface coverage allows avoiding the influence of the
molecular cross-section on the coverage and facilitates the comparison with the atomistic
results.
2.4 Atomistic simulations
2.4.1

Structural models

For DFT calculations, a primitive tetragonal cell of CaWO4 was generated from experimental
lattice parameters aSch = bSch = 5.24 Å and cSch = 11.37 Å [78]. After being relaxed in terms of
ion positions, cell shape, and cell size by DFT calculations, the lattice parameters of the
primitive scheelite cell were aSch = bSch = 5.21 Å and cSch = 11.34 Å (with all angles at 90°),
which are very close the aforementioned experimental parameters. This fully-relaxed
primitive cell was subsequently used to create the (001) and the (112) surfaces, which
represent the most exposed for CaWO4, as reported by experimental and theoretical studies
[34,60,79,80]. Then, a supercell containing 192 atoms (32 Ca, 32 W, and 128 O) was
10

generated for each surface, comprising four layers of calcium/tungsten atoms, each of them
separated by two or four successive layers of oxygen atoms for (001) and (112) surfaces,
respectively (Figure 1). For each of the (001) and (112) surfaces, when the slab was created,
due to the periodic boundary conditions, two reciprocal surfaces were generated. Considering
the bond breakage procedure, the two surfaces were equivalent in terms of density of broken
bonds and were exactly similar, which avoided the existence of any dipole moment in the slab
and in the cell. The (001) surface consists of a plane of four six-coordinated calcium atoms
and four tungstate anions (WO42-) that, considering the high energy of the W-O bond
compared to the Ca-O bond [81], remain unbroken during the cleavage process (Figure 1).
Besides, the (112) surface consists of a plane of eight six-coordinated calcium atoms along
with eight tungstate ions, which also remain unbroken during the cleavage process (Figure 1).
On the (001) surface, the calcium atoms are separated by 5.21 Å in all directions while they
are separated by 3.86 Å in one direction on the (112) surface. On both (001) and (112)
scheelite surfaces, the calcium atoms are six-coordinated while they are eight-coordinated in
the scheelite lattice, entailing two dangling bonds per calcium atom. To avoid any unwanted
interaction due to the periodicity of the cells, the latter were constructed so that a vacuum
zone of 15 Å was systematically kept between the surface and the upper limit of the cell along
the z-axis. One layer of atoms at the bottom of the cell were frozen at their bulk positions. As
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations are numerically costly, in this case the slabs were
reduced to a thickness of two calcium layers, i.e., 96 atoms. The cell parameters and number
of atoms for each surface and simulation type, static DFT or AIMD, are summarized in Table
1.
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Table 1. Cell parameters (including vacuum) and number of atoms for each simulation type
and for each surface.

Surface

Simulation type

Atoms Cell parameters

(001)

Static DFT

192

a = b = 10.42 Å; c = 5.67 Å + 15 Å vacuum
α = β = γ = 90°

AIMD

96

a = b = 10.42 Å; c = 2.84 Å + 15 Å vacuum
α = β = γ = 90°

(112)

Static DFT

192

a = 7.37 Å, b = 15.41 Å, c = 12.31 Å + 15 Å vacuum
α = β = 90°; γ = 118.57°

AIMD

96

a = 7.37 Å, b = 15.41 Å, c = 6.87 Å + 15 Å vacuum
α = β = 90°; γ = 118.57°
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Figure 1. Side views of cells containing scheelite surfaces (001) (a) and (112) (b), used for the
static DFT calculations. For AIMD simulations, the slabs were reduced to two layers of
calcium atoms instead of the four layers represented here.

2.4.2

Computational details

All the DFT calculations were carried out using the VASP package [82]. We employed the
PBE exchange-correlation functional of Perdew and co-workers [83] in the generalized
gradient approximation. Also, the electron-ion interactions were described using the PAW
method [84,85] with a plane wave kinetic energy cut-off of 500 eV and an electron density
cut-off of 600 eV. However, the first relaxation of the primitive scheelite cell, before
generating the two surfaces, was performed with a planewave kinetic energy cut-off of
1 000 eV. The following valence electrons were considered: 1s1 for hydrogen, 3s2 3p6 4s2 for
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calcium, 2s2 2p4 for oxygen, and 5s2 5p6 6s2 5d4 for tungsten. The Kohn-Sham equations [86]
were solved self-consistently [87] until the energy difference between the cycles became
lower than 10-8 eV. All the calculations were realized by sampling the Brillouin zone at the
Gamma point, considering the large size of the cells and according to preliminary
calculations. The structural relaxations were carried out until all forces were smaller than
0.01 eV·Å-1. Moreover, the D2 correction of Grimme was systematically included to take
dispersion forces into account [88]. Besides, for ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations, considering their computational cost, the convergence parameter for the selfconsistently-solved Kohn-Sham equations and the planewave kinetic energy cut-off were
reduced to 10-5 eV and 400 eV, respectively. The AIMD simulations were conducted using a
Nosé-Hoover thermostat [89,90] with a temperature of 300 K and a timestep of 1 fs.
2.4.3

Calculation of the adsorption energies

The adsorption energies were calculated by subtracting the energies of the bare surface and of
the isolated water molecule(s) from the energy of the system with the molecule(s) adsorbed,
as follows:
(6)
where EScheelite-W, EScheelite, EW, and n are the energy of the scheelite slab with the water
molecule(s) adsorbed, the energy of the bare scheelite slab, the energy of the single water
molecule in gas phase, and the number of water molecules, respectively. The contribution of
dispersion energy to the adsorption energy was determined using Eq. 6, in which the energy
was only the contribution of the dispersion energy to the total energy instead of the total
energy itself. For the substitution of WO42- by 2 HO- at the scheelite surface, the following
reaction was considered for only one spatial configuration:
CaWO4 (surface) + 2 H2O  Ca(OH)2 (surface) + WO3,H2O

(7)
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The reaction energy for this reaction was calculated by subtracting the sum of the energies of
the reagents from the sum of the energies of the products, calculated in vacuum conditions.
The system Ca(OH)2 (surface) corresponds to the scheelite slab where a WO42- anion has
been substituted by two OH- ions.
The adsorption enthalpies of water at 300 K were computed using the aforementioned
method, by averaging the energy of each system over the 100 picoseconds of the AIMD
simulation, excluding a thermalization period of 10 ps. This can be done since the volume and
pressure variations are negligible during the adsorption process, which implies that the
variation of enthalpies are equivalent to the variation of internal energies extracted from
AIMD simulations. Besides, our objective was to determine an isosteric enthalpy of
adsorption by AIMD simulations to compare it to the experimental data, which requires a
successive addition of water molecules. The coverage was therefore gradually increased, and
an AIMD simulation was performed for each considered coverage. In AIMD simulations, the
isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, Hads, corresponds of the molecular adsorption energy when
a given number of molecules is added to the surface, without considering the adsorption
energies of the previously adsorbed molecules. Hence, for a coverage of x water molecules,

Hads was calculated as follows:
(8)

where ∆Eads-xW is the adsorption energy of x water molecules and ∆Eads-(x+y)W is the adsorption
energy of x+y water molecules, as determined using Eq. 6. y corresponds to the number of
added molecules between the two AIMD simulations with two different coverages. For
coverages below the monolayer, y was equal to 1, 2, or 4 since coverages of 1, 2, 4, and 8
H2O were considered, while for coverages above the monolayer, y was equal to 8 since we
incremented layer by layer and each layer comprised 8 water molecules.
15

3. Results
3.1 Experimental results
Scheelite was pure at 97.65% with a slight contamination by quartz and apatite (Table 2).
Table 2. Chemical composition of scheelite analyzed by ICP-AES, ICP-MS, and ion-sensitive
electrode. <D.L. = Lower than detection limit.
CaO

P2O5

SiO2

MgO

Al2O3

Fe2O3

Na2O

K2O

TiO2

MnO

W

F

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

19.82

1.63

0.72

<D.L.

<D.L.

<D.L.

<D.L.

<D.L.

<D.L.

<D.L.

63.71

<D.L.

The obtained PSD, which was the average of 4 successive measurements, is presented in
Figure 2. The characteristic sizes d90, d50, and d10, which correspond to the diameters below
which 90, 50 and 10% of the particles can be found, respectively, were calculated as averages
of the different measurements. Their values were 24.3 ± 0.29 µm, 10.9 ± 0.18 µm, and 2.9 ±
0.08 µm, respectively.
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution and cumulative size distribution of scheelite used for
adsorption experiments. d90, d50, and d10 correspond to the diameters below which 90, 50 and
10% of the particles can be found, respectively.
3.1.1

Adsorption isotherms

Nitrogen adsorption at 77K on scheelite allowed to determine an ABET of 0.85 m2·g-1.
Although this surface area is rather small, the accuracy of this determination was validated by
carrying out the adsorption experiment 3 times, the reported value being the average of the
three surface area determinations with a variance smaller than 5%. We also carried out Kr
isotherms at 77 K on the same sample, leading to similar results, which confirmed the
accuracy of the former measurements.
The water adsorption isotherms at the three temperatures considered, i.e., 275, 283, and 293
K, are shown in Figure 3. At low equilibrium pressure (p < 1 mbar), the amount adsorbed
17

increases significantly with pressure before reaching a knee, after which the amount adsorbed
rises slowly with pressure. At high pressure, water condensation occurs, both on the tube of
the sample holder and on the sample. According to the literature, this is a typical type II
isotherm, which corresponds to a significantly high adsorption energy of molecules on a nonporous material [91]. The uptake values at low pressure correspond to the adsorption of the
first water monolayer on the scheelite surface, with a high adsorption enthalpy, while the rest
of the isotherm represents the progressive formation of multilayers, with a lower adsorption
enthalpy tending towards the enthalpy of water condensation. Obtaining a type II isotherm is
consistent with the crystallographic structure of scheelite, which does not exhibit nano-sized
pores, and the good crystallinity of the sample, which does not exhibit micrometer-sized
pores. Besides, the significant affinity of the scheelite surfaces for water at low pressure is
consistent with the considerable polar nature of scheelite, which consists of an assembly of
WO42- anions and Ca2+ cations (Figure 1).

Figure 3. Adsorption isotherms of gas water on scheelite at 275, 283, and 293 K (dots) and
their fits with the Dual-Site Freundlich-Langmuir model (Eq. 4, dashed lines).
18

3.1.2

Isosteric enthalpy of adsorption from experimental data

For each isotherm, the curve was interpolated between experimental points using cubic-spline
functions. Only points with an adsorbed quantity higher than 5·10-3 mol·kg-1 were included in
the fitting procedure due to the low accuracy of the experimental values measured at very low
equilibrium pressures. The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, calculated by the ClausiusClapeyron method and expressed as a function of the adsorbed quantity, is presented in Figure
4. For the points corresponding to the lowest adsorbed amounts, the calculated isosteric
enthalpy of adsorption is around -65 kJ·mol-1. However, considering Eq. 5, an adsorbed
quantity of 5·10-3 mol·kg-1 represents a surface coverage of around 3.5 molecules·nm-2. For
the (001) and (112) surfaces, the surface densities of calcium sites, calculated from our
atomistic structural models, are 3.7 and 4.1 calcium atoms·nm-2, respectively. This implies
that, at an adsorbed quantity of 5.10-3 mol·kg-1, all the calcium atoms of both surfaces are
saturated, i.e., a monolayer is already formed. Hence, the direct use of experimental data does
not describe accurately the adsorption of the first molecules on the scheelite surface.
Therefore, to have access to very low coverages, the fitting procedure was performed using
models.
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Figure 4. Isosteric enthalpy of water vapour adsorption on scheelite as a function of the
adsorbed quantity, determined directly from experimental points (green curve) and from the
model (eq. 4) fitted to the experimental points (blue curve).
3.1.3

Isosteric enthalpy of adsorption from models

The most reliable option to calculate the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption is to use a model that
fits the experimental data to determine the pairs of values (pressure, uptake) required for the
Clausius-Clapeyron method. First of all, at low to medium equilibrium pressures, the
isotherms exhibit a behavior similar to a Langmuir isotherm, i.e., a significant increase of the
adsorbed amounts followed by a plateau. Since only the first part of the isotherms is of
interest to describe the water/scheelite interactions, the isotherms can be fitted in first
approximation by a Langmuir model, considering only the uptakes lower than 0.01 mol·kg-1.
Although the uptakes at very low pressure are accurately described, the points that correspond
to the plateau are poorly described since the isotherms do not exhibit a strict asymptote as the
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Langmuir model does. Therefore, the fitting was improved by using a Freundlich-Langmuir
isotherm, which better describes the absence of asymptote once the plateau is reached, due to
the multilayer formation. Finally, the fitting was further improved by using a dual-site
Freundlich-Langmuir (DSFL) isotherm for the whole range of experimental pressures. Table
3 summarizes the results of the fits, including the determination coefficient R2, the root mean
square error (RMSE), and the p-value of the model, for each isotherm.
Table 3. Results of the fits for each model (Langmuir, Freundlich-Langmuir, and Dual-Site
Freundlich-Langmuir) and for each isotherm (at 275, 283, and 293 K).

Langmuir

Freundlich-Langmuir

Dual-Site Freundlich-Langmuir

Range of uptakes

T (K)

R2

RMSE
p-value
(× 10-3)

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

275

0.97

1.03

< 0.001

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

283

0.96

1.30

< 0.001

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

293

0.95

1.37

< 0.001

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

275

0.99

0.61

< 0.001

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

283

0.99

0.56

< 0.001

0-0.01 mol·kg-1

293

0.99

0.51

< 0.001

Whole

275

1.00

0.44

< 0.001

Whole

283

1.00

0.47

< 0.001

Whole

293

1.00

0.69

< 0.001

The DSFL isotherm satisfactorily fitted the experimental data (Figure 3) and, was therefore
selected for the calculation of the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption (Figure 4). The fitting
procedure was performed over the whole experimental range, without extrapolating to lower
uptakes than those measured. The point of lowest uptake represents 2·10-3 mol·kg-1 of water
adsorbed on scheelite, which corresponds to a coverage of 1.4 molecules·nm-2. On average,
the water molecules are therefore roughly separated by 1 nm from each other on the surface,
which means that they do not interact. Hence, we can consider that the points with the lowest
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adsorbed quantity describe the adsorption of isolated water molecules onto the scheelite
surface. For these points, the calculated adsorption enthalpy is around -90 kJ·mol-1. This value
is consistent with the typical absolute values for the adsorption/desorption of the first water
molecules from metals/minerals surfaces [92], e.g. -89 kJ·mol-1 for calcite [93] or 55 kJ·mol-1 for fluorite [56]. Then, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption decreases steadily in
absolute value with the adsorbed quantity, until reaching the enthalpy of condensation of
water, around -42 kJ·mol-1. The decrease of the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption corresponds
to the formation of multilayers of water molecules on the scheelite surface, which adsorb with
lower enthalpies compared to the first monolayer. This can be attributed to the decrease of the
influence of the surface on the molecules due to the screening effect of the previous adsorbed
layers.
3.2 Theoretical results
The adsorption mechanisms of water on scheelite were modelled by increasing gradually the
number of water molecules on the surface, from an isolated molecule to a cell full of water
molecules representing water condensation.
3.2.1

Isolated water molecule on scheelite surfaces

A water molecule can adsorb under dissociated form, under molecular form, or by substituting
surface ions. Therefore, as a starting point, the three abovementioned cases were tested at 0 K.
Under dissociated form
Several configurations were explored: a hydroxyl group was placed above a calcium ion on
the surface, with the O close to the calcium and the H pointing upwards, away from the
surface. The lone H+ ion was placed at the vicinity of an oxygen atom forming part of a
tungstate ion, with two distances between the OH and H groups tested.
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When the H+ and the HO- were set on an oxygen atom of a tungstate ion and a neighboring
calcium atom, respectively, for both (112) and (001) surfaces, the H+ ion was captured by the
HO- group and the water molecule was reformed (Figure 5). This indicates that the adsorption
of water under molecular form is favored compared to the adsorption of water under
dissociated form. However, significant differences can be observed between the two surfaces:
on the (001) surface, the reformed water molecule adsorbed onto a single calcium atom with
dCa-O = 2.29 Å and established a hydrogen bond with an oxygen atom of the closest tungstate
ion with dH-O = 1.58 Å (Figure 5a). For this configuration, the calculated adsorption energy
was Δ

ads

= -87.6 kJ·mol-1 including Δ

disp

= -15.2 kJ·mol-1, indicating a significantly strong

adsorption. On the other hand, on the (112) surface, the reformed water molecule adsorbed
between two calcium atoms with Ca-O bond lengths of 2.60 Å and 2.66 Å (Figure 5b). One
hydrogen atom of the water molecule was oriented towards the closest oxygen atom with
dH-O = 1.88 Å.
Δ

disp

This

adsorption

occurred

with

Δ

ads

= -127.3 kJ·mol-1

including

= -25.2 kJ·mol-1, which represents a higher value than for the (001) surface. The

difference in terms of adsorption energies between the two surfaces can be attributed to the
difference in Ca-Ca distance: on the (112) surface, the calcium atoms are close enough to
allow the adsorption of the water molecule between the two, which is impossible on the (001)
surface considering the higher Ca-Ca distance. Overall, the high adsorption energies found for
both surfaces for the adsorption of a single water molecule are probably induced by the
significant reactivity of surface calcium atoms, resulting from the two dangling bonds per
calcium atom mentioned above.
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Figure 5. Adsorption of dissociated water molecule with short OH-H distance onto (001) (a)
and (112) (b) scheelite surfaces. Only the upper part of the surfaces is displayed here. The
dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds.
For both (001) and (112) surfaces, when the proton was placed far from the hydroxyl group (>
6 Å), i.e., without interaction between them, the hydrogen ion formed a H-O bond with an
oxygen atom part of a tungstate anion, whose length was 1.01 Å. The H atom established a
hydrogen bond with the closest oxygen atom, part of another tungstate ion, with dH-O ~ 1.70 Å
(Figure 6). For the (001) surface, the HO- ion adsorbed between a calcium atom and a
tungsten atom, establishing a Ca-O bond and a W-O bond with dCa-O = 2.27 Å and
dW-O = 2.08 Å (Figure 6a). The tungsten was then five-coordinated since it displayed five
W-O bonds in this configuration, which is rather unfavorable since the calculated adsorption
energy was Δ

ads

= +11.4 kJ·mol-1. However, this means that, for a moderate HO- activity,

i.e., a slightly alkaline pH, the water molecule can adsorb under dissociated form onto the
(001) scheelite surface. Besides, for the (112) surface, the HO- ion adsorbed between two
calcium atoms (Figure 6b), which is allowed by the fact that, on this surface, they are
separated by only 3.86 Å. The lengths of the two created Ca-O bonds were 2.23 Å and 2.26 Å.
The calculated adsorption energy for this configuration was Δ

ads

= -47.3 kJ·mol-1 including
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Δ

disp

= -19.9 kJ·mol-1, which indicates that the adsorption of water molecules under their

dissociated form is possible spontaneously, albeit much less favored than the adsorption under
their molecular form (occurring with Δ

ads

= -127.3 kJ·mol-1).

Figure 6. Adsorption of dissociated water molecule with high HO-H distance onto (001) (a)
and (112) (b) scheelite surfaces. The (001) surface has been extended to have a large enough
distance between the OH group and the H atom. Only the upper part of the surfaces is
displayed here. The dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds.
Under molecular form
Since molecular adsorption of water appeared to be more stable than dissociative adsorption,
a water molecule was set directly above a surface calcium ion. Several configurations were
tested, with different orientations of the hydrogen atoms of the water molecule. All input
configurations led to the same final geometries. For the (001) surface, the water molecule
adsorbed onto a calcium atom with dCa-O = 2.29 Å and established a hydrogen bond with an
oxygen atom of the closest tungstate ion with dH-O = 1.58 Å, as described previously when the
water molecule was reformed (Figure 5a). The adsorption energies were roughly the same as
those given previously, namely Δ

ads

~ -87 kJ·mol-1 including Δ

disp

~ -15 kJ·mol-1. For the

(112) surface, the water molecule adsorbed onto a calcium atom with dCa-O = 2.45 Å while the
two hydrogen atoms established hydrogen bonds with two oxygen atoms from two different
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tungstate anions. This configuration resulted in a calculated adsorption energy of Δ
102.3 kJ·mol-1 including Δ

disp

ads

=-

= -23.1 kJ·mol-1, which is significantly lower than when the

molecular water is reformed from a dissociated molecule. This can be attributed to a local
energy minimum at a higher energy compared to the system where the water molecule is
reformed.
Substitution of WO42- by 2 HOFinally, the substitution of WO42- by 2 HO- on the (001) and (112) scheelite surfaces was
investigated. Two hydroxyl ions were set at the place of a surface tungstate anion to maintain
the electrical neutrality. In the scheelite lattice, tungstate anions are eight-coordinated, i.e.,
each oxygen atom of the tungstate anion is bonded to two calcium atoms, and the global
tungstate anion is bonded to eight different calcium atoms. On both (001) and (112) surfaces,
tungstate anions are only six-coordinated, i.e., they are bonded to six different calcium atoms.
However, when a tungstate anion is substituted by two HO- ions, the latter cannot establish six
Ca-O bonds due to their small size compared to a WO42- anion. Hence, the substitution
reaction was highly endothermic, with Δ
Δ

r

r

= +424.5 kJ·mol-1 for the (112) surface and

= +321.2 kJ·mol-1 for the (001) surface. This mechanism seems therefore very unlikely to

occur on scheelite surface, which is consistent with the fact that scheelite dissolution is
favored at acidic pH rather than at alkaline pH.
3.2.2

Towards the full hydration of the scheelite surfaces at 300 K

Once the most favorable configuration for a single molecule of water was determined, the
progressive hydration of the surfaces was investigated using AIMD simulations, at 300 K.
One, two, four, or eight H2O molecules were placed on the surfaces composed of four calcium
atoms and four tungstate anions. For that study, the (112) surface was reduced to be
comparable to the (001) surface that originally consisted of a plane of four calcium atoms.
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Both surfaces displayed an area of around 1 nm2, used to calculate the corresponding surface
coverage. For the (001) surface, the first four water molecules were placed sequentially on the
four surface calcium atoms while the last four molecules were set on tungstate anions, their
hydrogen atoms pointing towards the surface. For the (112) surface, the first two water
molecules were placed in the most favorable configuration, i.e., each water molecule between
two calcium atoms. Each of four other water molecules was set on a calcium atom while the
last four molecules were set on tungstate anions, in a similar way to the (001) surface. The
evolution of the isosteric enthalpies of adsorption is presented in Figure 7, while the water
structures at monolayer and full coverage for the two surfaces are presented in Figure 9 and 9,
respectively.

Figure 7. Adsorption energies per water molecule for the (001) and (112) scheelite surfaces
when the water coverage is increased from 1 to 48 water molecules (for surfaces of around
1 nm2, which therefore represents a coverage of 1 to 48 nm-2).
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On the (001) surface, the calculated isosteric enthalpy of adsorption remains constant at
around -80 kJ·mol-1 for the first four added water molecules (Figure 7). This indicates that the
water molecules are far enough apart not to interact and that they adsorb on the same
adsorption sites, i.e., on the surface calcium atoms. With the next four water molecules added,
thus increasing the total from four to eight molecules, the absolute value of the isosteric
enthalpy of adsorption decreases to -67 kJ·mol-1 (Figure 7) despite the fact that, at this
coverage, the water molecules obviously interact with each other (Figure 8a), which probably
significantly increases the adsorption energies.

Figure 8. Adsorption of eight water molecules, which corresponded to a monolayer, onto
(001) (a) and (112) (b) scheelite surfaces. The dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds.
It is interesting to note that, at this coverage, two water molecules adsorb on the same calcium
atom, but with different Ca-O distances, 2.45 Å and 2.84 Å (Figure 8a). Hence, for the
complete formation of the first monolayer, each calcium atom is occupied by two adsorbed
water molecules (Figure 8a), which is in accordance with the two dangling bonds of the
calcium atoms on the surface. The adsorption of two water molecules per calcium atom could
explain the decrease in adsorption enthalpies when the coverage is increased. This
phenomenon was observed by Cooper and de Leeuw [60], who reported the adsorption of two
water molecules on each surface calcium atom of the (001) scheelite surface [60] and average
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molecular adsorption energies for a full surface coverage of -22.1 kJ·mol-1. The latter value is
significantly lower than the values calculated here and is probably due to the use of different
methods, since these authors employed interatomic potentials derived from DFT but, strictly
speaking, not DFT. Then, by increasing the coverage to two, three, and multiple adsorption
layers, the isosteric enthalpies of adsorption decrease and tend towards the enthalpy of water
condensation, around -40 kJ·mol-1. On the (112) surface, the absolute value of the adsorption
energy per water molecule decreases from -116 kJ·mol-1 for two molecules to -84 kJ·mol-1 for
four molecules and to -58 kJ·mol-1 for eight molecules (Figure 7). This is probably the result
of the change in the adsorption mode. On the one hand, for one or two adsorbed molecules,
each molecule is adsorbed between two calcium atoms. On the other hand, when four or eight
molecules are present, two molecules are adsorbed between two calcium atoms and one
additional molecule is adsorbed on each calcium atom (Figure 8b). Furthermore, among the
eight molecules, some adsorb by establishing hydrogen bonds with surface tungstate anions
(Figure 8b), which contributes to decrease the absolute value of the adsorption energy per
water molecule. Besides, from four water molecules, the average adsorption energy per
molecule is the same for the (001) and the (112) surfaces, due to the two above-mentioned
phenomena. At this coverage, which is lower than the monolayer, the reactivity differences
between the two surfaces are already negligible.
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Figure 9. Snapshots of side views of the (001) (a) and (112) (b) scheelite surfaces above
which the space has been completely filled with water molecules. Dashed lines represent
hydrogen bonds. Lone atoms and repeated boundaries are due to the periodicity of the cell.
Then, for each surface, the cell was completely filled with water molecules to attain a density
of 1.00 g cm-3. Since the water molecules interact with the two reciprocal surfaces of the
slabs, we did not use these simulations for adsorption energy computations but only to assess
the behavior of scheelite surfaces in the presence of a full hydrated cell. Snapshots of the
AIMD simulations are presented in Figure 9. For the (001) surface, the adsorption of two
water molecules per calcium atom, observed previously, also occurs for the full hydrated cell
(Figure 9a). Also, three water molecules are adsorbed by hydrogen bond established with
oxygen atoms of surface tungstate anions. For the bulk of water, the geometries are structured
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in such a way that the two H of two molecules point towards an oxygen of another molecule
(Figure 9a). The H atoms of the two other molecules establish hydrogen bonds with other
multi-molecular structures, forming clusters of water molecules intensively described and
characterized in the literature, including by DFT [94–97]. Besides, the four calcium atoms of
the (112) surface are occupied by six adsorbed water molecules (Figure 9b): four water
molecules are adsorbed on the four surface calcium atoms while two additional molecules
adsorb between two calcium atoms, as observed for a lower coverage (see Figure 5b) and for
the monolayer (Figure 8b). Also, three water molecules adsorb by establishing hydrogen
bonds with surface tungstate anions.

Conclusions
In this work, the interplay between the (001) and the (112) surfaces of scheelite and water
molecules has been investigated using adsorption experiments combined with ab initio
molecular dynamics calculations. The results demonstrated that the adsorption of dissociated
water is favorable on the two scheelite surfaces with, nonetheless, an exothermic adsorption
only for the (112) surface. This indicates a significant ability of scheelite surfaces to be
hydroxylated, which probably results in a low hydroxylation pH. Besides, since scheelite is a
semi-soluble salt, the substitution of WO42- by HO- on the surface was investigated and was
found to be energetically unfavorable for both surfaces. Overall, water adsorbs most favorably
in its molecular form, on a single calcium atom in the case of the (001) surface and between
two calcium atoms in the case of the (112) surface. The very first water molecules adsorb with
ΔHads ≈ -80 kJ·mol-1 on (001) surface, and with ΔHads ≈ -117 kJ·mol-1 on (112) surface at 300
K, which is in very good agreement with the value of -90 kJ·mol-1 calculated from the
experimental data. For the latter, several adsorption models were tested to calculate the
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isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, and we found that a dual-site Freundlich-Langmuir model fits
the experimental data with excellent accuracy (R2 = 0.9998). We therefore used those models
to determine, by the Clausius-Clapeyron approach, the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, which
is in very good agreement with the theoretical values. In the experimental data, the two
aforementioned surfaces are exposed and, therefore, the experimental isosteric enthalpy of
adsorption is probably an average of the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption of each surface.
Interestingly, when the monolayer is completed, each surface calcium atom on the (001)
surface exhibits two adsorbed water molecules, while each surface calcium atom on the (112)
surface displays one water molecule adsorbed with a water molecule adsorbed between two
surface calcium atoms, resulting in three water molecules adsorbed on two calcium atoms.
The isosteric enthalpies of adsorption of water on scheelite (-90 kJ·mol-1) are quite significant
compared to those on fluorite (-55 kJ·mol-1) [56], which is the main problematic mineral in
scheelite flotation. Therefore, desorption of water molecules from the surface, which is
however required to subsequently adsorb the collector molecules [98], will need more energy
for scheelite than for fluorite. This probably explains the lower flotation ability of scheelite
compared to fluorite reported in the literature. Historically, this problem has been overcome
by heating the flotation pulp to increase the scheelite floatability. This corresponds to the
Petrov process, developed in 1940 and widely used since [25,99]. Considering our results, it is
now clear that this heating allows erasing the differences of floatability between fluorite and
scheelite by providing enough energy to the system to desorb water molecules from the
scheelite surfaces. Besides, new collectors that do not require desorption of water molecules
from the surface could be used to increase the flotation selectivity towards scheelite, e.g.,
collectors that adsorb bridged on a water molecule adsorbed on the surface.
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